
The Black Swan Cygnus atratus, a non-native
species originally from Australia and 
Tasmania, is widely held in waterfowl collec-
tions throughout Europe. In 2008, a pair of
Black Swans bred for the first time in
Cheshire & Wirral, at Haydn Pool, Anderton
Nature Park, where a pair of Mute Swans 
C. olor breeds regularly. On 3rd May, when
the Black Swans had four small cygnets and
the Mute Swans’ eggs were still being incu-
bated, I observed the following interactions
between the two species.

Initially, and like a dramatic scene from
Swan Lake, the male of each species swam
alongside the other, wings raised in an
aggressive display, sometimes cautiously cir-
cling, all the while weighing up the opponent
(plate 103). Every now and again, the Black
Swan would attack the Mute Swan in a show
of strength and bravado (plate 104), fearlessly
launching himself at his (considerably) larger
and bulkier opponent, while the male Mute
would try to avoid the attack. After each
flurry of activity, the two males would go
back to their almost ritualised swimming. 

It appeared that the Black Swan was trying
to keep the Mute Swan (and his mate) ‘cor-
ralled’ in one corner of the pool, well away
from his brood. The female Black Swan com-
pletely ignored the antics of her mate; her
time was spent guarding the four remaining
young (five hatched). Occasionally the Mute
Swan attempted to take flight to try to escape
its aggressor. Since this inevitably resulted in
the Mute Swan gaining access to the main
body of the water, the Black Swan immedi-
ately took off after him. The size difference
between the two species was more obvious in
flight, but what the Black Swan lacked in size,
it certainly made up for in courage. The male
Black Swan just never gave up and was satis-
fied only when the male Mute was back in his
‘allocated corner’ of the pool. Occasionally
the Black Swan uttered a far-carrying call,
best described as a musical, bugle-like sound.
During the time I was there (approximately
seven hours over three visits), the male Black

Swan was always the aggressor.
On 3rd June, the Black Swans were down

to two cygnets, while the pair of Mute Swans
now had four cygnets. Otherwise, nothing
much seemed to have changed. The male
Black Swan was still aggressively keeping the
Mute Swan family confined to one corner of
the pool. The ‘ritualised’ swimming between
the two males was seen frequently, but then,
as I watched, the male Black Swan seemed to
up the stakes. It began swimming after the
Mute cygnets, which paddled like mad to
escape. At one point, the Black Swan was
between the parent Mutes and their off-
spring. I was amazed that the Mutes, usually
known for their aggression, especially when
their young are threatened, allowed this to
happen. The Black Swan then grabbed one of
the Mute cygnets, at which the male Mute
flew at it and the cygnet was dropped, seem-
ingly unharmed. The Black Swan then flew at
the Mute, which flew off with the Black in
hot pursuit biting at the Mute’s retreating
rear end (plate 105).

By the end of June, the surviving Black
Swan cygnets, and all four of the Mute Swans’
young, had disappeared from Haydn Pool,
with the adult birds relocating to nearby
Neumann’s Flash. I have heard one report
that the male Mute Swan killed one of the
Black Swan cygnets by drowning early on in
the saga – this, if true, might account for the
Black Swan’s aggressive behaviour, although
it cannot be confirmed. Certainly, at no time
did I witness the male Mute Swan initiating
aggression towards the Black Swan and its
family. Another observer reported seeing an
adult Mute Swan walking three cygnets along
Marbury Lane to Neumann’s Flash. What
predated the remaining cygnets is not
known, but none survived by the end of June.

In 2009, the tables appeared to be turned
with the male Mute Swan showing threat-
ening behaviour towards the male Black
Swan; the former even swam close to where
the female Black Swan was sitting on her
nest, without any retaliation from the male
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Black Swan. By 18th April,
the Black Swans hatched
four young (five eggs were
laid). Curiously, this time
the female Black Swan,
with four cygnets, was
found wandering close to
the entrance to Witton
Mill car park, on 27th
April. All five were shep-
herded onto Neumann’s
Flash by human helpers
but within a day all the
cygnets had disappeared.
As far as is known, the
male Black Swan has only
exhibited aggression to the
Mutes, whereas the latter
have, in previous years,
been reported attempting
to drown other species 
of  waterfowl, including
Gadwall Anas strepera.

Sheila Blamire, Woodruff
Cottage, Clamhunger Lane,
Mere, Cheshire WA16 6QG

Editorial comment
This provides a modern
update on the observation
of Edmund Selous ‘who in
early March about 1913
found a pair of  Black
Swans at Tring [Hert ford -
shire] repeatedly driving
away a pair of Mute Swans.
But a little later, when the
Mutes began nesting, they
got the upper hand and
drove away the Blacks; in a
later year they actually
killed one of  them. Sir
Julian Huxley, who reports
this incident, suggests that
the relative dominance of
the two species depends on
the difference in season of
ripening of  the gonads
(Fitter 1959).

Fitter, R. S. R. 1959. The Ark in our
Midst. Collins, London.
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103–105. Interactions between male Black Swan Cygnus atratus and
male Mute Swan C. olor, nesting on the same pool in Cheshire &
Wirral, May 2008.
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